**2' X 2' LAY-IN SUPPLY (QUICK CONNECT)**

- Won't Rust, Corrode, Discolor, or Fade
- Fast & Efficient Cleanability

### 2' X 2' LAY-IN 3 CONE DIFFUSER
- Easy Attach Knob to remove just the diffuser for simple cleaning (Patent Pending)
- 6”-12” Inlet Size Boot Models Available: 6” (HT-2X2-SPL6), 8” (HT-2X2-SPL8), 10” (HT-2X2-SPL10), and 12” (HT-2X2-SPL12)
- Fully stocked and immediately available in White or Black: 6” (HT-2X2-SPL6-BK), 8” (HT-2X2-SPL8-BK), 10” (HT-2X2-SPL10-BK), 12” (HT-2X2-SPL12-BK)
- Also available with HaVACo Specific Insulated Back. Add “IB” to product number
- HaVACo Rotary Dampers available for select models/sizes

### 2' X 2' LAY-IN BORDERED DIFFUSER
- Easy Attach Knob to remove just the diffuser center for simple cleaning (Patent Pending)
- 2-Way, 3-Way, and 4-Way options available
- 6”-14” Inlet Size Boot Models Available: 6” (HT-2X2-BSPL6), 8” (HT-2X2-BSPL8), 10” (HT-2X2-BSPL10), 12” (HT-2X2-BSPL12), and 14” (HT-2X2-BSPL14)
- Stocked and available in White or Black: 6” (HT-2X2-BSPL6-BK), 8” (HT-2X2-BSPL8-BK), 10” (HT-2X2-BSPL10-BK), 12” (HT-2X2-BSPL12-BK), 14” (HT-2X2-BSPL14-BK)
- Also available with HaVACo Specific Insulated Back. Add “IB” to product number

### 2' X 2' LAY-IN PLAQUE DIFFUSER
- Magnetic Engagement System—Four (4) pre-installed coated magnets (Over 24 lbs. of Pull Force), easy to remove just plaque face for simple cleaning (Patent Pending)
- 6”-12” Inlet Size Boot Models Available: 6” (HT-2X2-PSPL6), 8” (HT-2X2-PSPL8), 10” (HT-2X2-PSPL10), and 12” (HT-2X2-PSPL12)
- Cut away Bulls-Eye Back with 6”-16” Inlet Size Option Available (HT-2X2-PSPLBE). Add Standard or HaVACo Collar
- Stocked and available in White or Black: 6” (HT-2X2-PSPL6-BK), 8” (HT-2X2-PSPL8-BK), 10” (HT-2X2-PSPL10-BK), 12” (HT-2X2-PSPL12-BK)
- Also available with HaVACo Specific Insulated Back. Add “IB” to product number

---

**SIMPLE INSTALL AND REMOVAL OF DIFFUSER FOR FAST AND EFFICIENT CLEANABILITY**

1. Easily attach to flex duct with cable tie/tape to pre-molded boot or boot added to Bulls-Eye Back. Install Supply Back into drop ceiling grid without grille faces attached. Also available with Insulated Back option.

2. 3 CONE/BORDERED: Insert Easy Attach Knob in grille face. Screw in center knob to connect to crossbar in boot. MAGNETIC PLAQUE: Line up four guide pins in grille face with four receptors in Supply Back. Magnetic Engagement System in Plaque stays in place with over 24 lbs of Pull Force.

3. Remove the 3 Cone/Bordered Grille by simply unscrewing Easy Attach Knob. Remove the Magnetic Plaque Grille by pulling away from Supply Back. Grille face and Supply back can be cleaned with mild detergent. Test on inconspicuous spot to avoid discoloration.

---

TIME SAVING TECHNOLOGY | SUPERIOR QUALITY PLASTIC | MADE IN THE USA
2’ X 2’ LAY-IN RETURN

- 2’ X 2’ Lay-In Louver (HT-2X2-RTN) and Egg Crate (HT-2X2-ERTN) Return Models
- Clip / Hinge to remove just the grille for cleaning (Patent Pending)
- Holds 20" x 20" x 1” or 20" x 20" x 2” filters (FILTERS NOT INCLUDED)
- Cut away Bulls-Eye Back with 6”-16” Inlet Size Options. Add Standard or HaVACo Collar
- Available in White or Black (HT-2X2-RTN-BK)
- Contact HaVACo for custom colors

1’ X 2’ LAY-IN RETURN

- 1’ X 2’ Egg Crate Return Model
- Easy clip to remove just the grille for cleaning
- Two part assembly with built in plenum box
- Cut away Bulls-Eye Back with 6”-10” Inlet Size Options (HT-1X2-ERTNBE). Add Standard or HaVACo Collar
- Pre-Molded Boot models available (6”, 8”, or 10”); 6” (HT-1X2-ERTN6), 8” (HT-1X2-ERTN8), 10” (HT-1X2-ERTN10)
- Available in White or Black (HT-1X2-ERTN-BK)

2’ X 2’ ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS AND FEATURE UPGRADES

- INSULATED BACK
- ROTARY DAMPER
- SURFACE MOUNT FRAME

- HT-2X2-RTN
- BULLS-EYE BACK
- HT-2X2-ERTN
- HT-1X2-ERTNBE
- HT-RD6 (6”)
- HT-RD8 (8”)
- HT-SMF

Allows you to use HaVACo products in fixed ceilings